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ABSTRACT: Carbon dioxides (CO2) emitted from large-
scale coal-fired power stations or industrial manufacturing
plants have to be properly captured to minimize environ-
mental side effects. From results of ab initio calculations
using plane waves [PAW-PBE] and localized atomic orbitals
[ONIOM(wB97X-D/6-31G*:AM1)], we report strong
CO2 adsorption on boron antisite (BN) in boron-rich boron
nitride nanotube (BNNT). We have identified two adsorp-
tion states: (1) A linear CO2molecule is physically adsorbed
on the BN, showing electron donation from the CO2 lone-
pair states to the BN double-acceptor state, and (2) the
physisorbed CO2 undergoes a carboxylate-like structural
distortion and CdO π-bond breaking due to electron back-
donation from BN to CO2. The CO2 chemisorption energy
on BN is almost independent of tube diameter and, more
importantly, higher than the standard free energy of gaseous
CO2 at room temperature. This implies that boron-rich
BNNT could capture CO2 effectively at ambient conditions.

Carbon-based fossil fuels, which presently supply about 80%
of the world’s energy needs, are the main source of the

increasing level of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere. The
increased CO2 level is believed to enhance the greenhouse effect
and its global adverse consequences. Sequestration of the CO2

emitted from coal-fired power stations or industrial manufac-
turing plants is thus one of the most pressing issues in the
environmental protection. An ideal CO2 sequestration material
should have large surface areas and strong adsorption sites that
are accessible for ambient CO2 gas. Several CO2 adsorbents

1-3

have been proposed previously including metal-organic frame-
works (MOFs), carbon nanotubes, and silicon carbide (SiC) nano-
tubes, but the reported CO2-adsorbent interactions are too weak to
be suitable for ambient gas sequestration. Due to their intrinsic high
surface areas and polarity, boron nitride nanotube (BNNT) could
be a good candidate as CO2 adsorbent. However, the pristine
BNNTwith a large band gap is almost inert to the closed-shell CO2.
It is generally expected that the very stable closed-shell molecule
will only interact weakly with other materials.

In this communication, on the basis of results of ab initio
calculations using theories of plane waves [PAW-PBE]4,5 and
localized atomic orbitals [ONIOM(wB97X-D/6-31G*:AM1)],5,6

we report that a defect site of BNNT can capture CO2 strongly
enough to the ambient-condition sequestration. Among various

native defects, we focus on boron antisite (BN), in which a boron
atom sits at the original nitrogen site with being surrounded by
three boron atoms, as shown in Figure 1a. The double-acceptor
antisite can interact with a CO2molecule strongly enough to break
aCdOdouble bond. This type of interaction is analogouswith the
dihydrogen interaction in boron-doped carbon nanostructures,7

where a closed-shell H2 was attracted by a single acceptor state of
the carbon-substituted boron.

To search for growth conditions of the defect BN in BNNT, we
calculated defect formation energies (Eform) for (8,0) and (10,0)
BNNTs in various chemical environments. The defect formation
energy is defined as the following:8

Eform ¼Etotal½BN-BNNT�-Etotal½BNNT�þμN-μB ð1Þ
where Etotal[BN-BNNT] and Etotal[BNNT] are the PAW-PBE
total energies of BNNTwith and without the defect, respectively;
μN and μB are the chemical potentials of N and B sources,
respectively. For any growth condition of BNNT, it always holds
that μBN = μN þ μB. Two limiting growth conditions are thus
possible as boron-rich (μB = μB,0 and μN = μBN - μB,0) and
nitrogen-rich (μN =μN,0 andμB =μBN-μN,0) conditions, where
μB,0 and μN,0 are the reference systems, respectively. Using eq 1,
we calculated formation energies of BN at various chemical
environments, as summarized in Table 1. We could immediately
notice that the growth of BN is muchmore probable in the boron-
rich condition than in the nitrogen-rich limit. The formation
energies of BN vary as well, depending on a type of boron source.
When rhombohedral boron (R-B12)9 is used as the boron source,
the BN formation energy is calculated to be 4 eV, which is very
comparable to the previous theoretical values.10 When B2H6 gas

Figure 1. (a) Optimized geometry of boron antisite BN in (8,0) BNNT.
The same of (b) physisorbed and (c) chemisorbed CO2 on top of the
BN. The B, C, N, and O atoms are represented in pink, gray, blue, and
red, respectively.
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is used, the formation energy is almost the same, 4 eV. However,
when the high-energy boron source such as BH3 or B2H4 gas is
used, the BN formation energy is decreased to 1.8-1.9 eV.
Therefore, to create many BN sites in BNNT, one has to keep
a boron-rich growth condition and use an energetic boron source
such as BH3 or B2H4 gas.

Next, we considered the CO2 adsorption onto a BN site of
(8,0) BNNT. The structural relaxation with the PAW-PBE
method results in the BN defect protruding outward by about
0.45 Å from the BNNT surface, as shown in Figure 1a. The
protruding geometry would facilitate the CO2 adsorption by
reducing steric hindrance from the BNNT side wall.11

We identified two distinct adsorptive configurations of CO2,
as shown in b and c of Figure 1 respectively corresponding to
physisorption and chemisorption. The CO2 adsorption energy
(Eads) is defined as Eads = Etotal(BN-BNNT) þ Etotal(CO2) -
Etotal(CO2 þ BN-BNNT). By definition, Eads > 0 corresponds
to favorable or exothermic adsorption of CO2 on boron-rich
BNNT. The calculated geometrical parameters and adsorption
energies of physi- and chemisorbed CO2 on a BN are summarized
in Table 2. In its physisorbed configuration, the linear CO2

molecule is slantingly attached to BN with one O end located
almost on top of the defect site, similar to the physisorbed CO2

onMg-MOF-74.2 The BN-O-C angle is 114.9�, and the BN-O
distance is 1.832 Å, which is much shorter than the van derWaals
distance of 3.52 Å. The short BN-O distance indicates that the
CO2 physisorption is not controlled by typical dispersion forces,
but enhanced by some types of chemical interaction. Because of
the interaction, the physisorbed CO2 molecule undergoes small
but noticeable structural changes; two CdO bond lengths of the

physisorbed CO2 are 1.192 Å and 1.167 Å. The CdO bond close
to the BN site is elongated by 0.015 Å, and the other is shortened
by 0.010 Å, compared to 1.177 Å of the free CO2. The adsorption
energy of the physisorbed CO2 is calculated to be 0.21 eV. In its
chemisorbed configuration, the CO2 molecule undergoes struc-
tural distortion to a bent geometry and double-bond breaking of
one CdO bond the same way as in forming a carboxylate group.
The O-C-O bond angle is 139.0�, and the broken C-O bond
is significantly elongated to 1.282 Å on top of the BN. The defect
site is also considerably pulled out by 0.73 Å. The BN-C and
BN-O distances are 1.732 Å and 1.600 Å, respectively, forming a
C-BN-O triangle similar to the 3-center-2-electron (3c-2e)
bonding configuration.7,12 The triangle is contrasted with the 2þ
2 cycloaddition configuration with a four-membered ring for
chemisorbed CO2 on (8,0) SiC nanotube.3 The chemisorption
energy is calculated to be 0.82 eV in PAW-PBE.

To understand microscopic origins of the enhanced CO2

physisorption and chemisorption on BN of BNNT, we per-
formed electronic structure analyses by calculating total and
local densities of states (DOS) for nonbonding, physisorption,
and chemisorption configurations, as shown in Figure 2a-f. The
total DOS clearly shows that the boron-rich BNNT is a large-gap
semiconductor with a defect-related gap state. The local DOS
plot confirms that the BN defect introduces the unoccupied
double-acceptor defect state in the middle of the energy gap,
and also occupied defect states near the valence band edge.
Figure 3a-c shows that the occupied defect states have the
character of the ppσ orbitals, and the unoccupied defect state has
the character of the ppπ or pz orbital. We named them σ(BN) and
pz(BN), respectively.

For the nonbonding configuration, in which CO2 is 8.6 Å away
from BNNT, the occupied CO2 molecular states are distributed
at 3-8 eV below the Fermi level (EF), while the unoccupied
pz(BN) is at 1.4 eV above EF. As the CO2 is physisorbed, the
occupied CO2 states are all down-shifted by up to 2 eV, and the
unoccupied pz(BN) is up-shifted by 1 eV. This level repulsion
corresponds to the so-called electron-donation mechanism be-
cause the CO2 gives its electron to the double-acceptor BN. For
the CO2 chemisorption configuration, the local DOS plot shows

Table 1. Defect Formation Energies (Eform in eV) of the
Boron Antisite (BN) in (8,0) and (10,0) BNNTs with Various
Chemical Environments, Calculated Using the PAW-PBE
Method

N-rich condition B-rich condition

N2 R-B12 B2H6 B2H4 BH3

(8,0) 8.35 3.99 3.96 1.84 1.76

(10,0) 8.61 4.06 4.03 1.92 1.83

Table 2. Structural Parameters and CO2 Adsorption Energies
(Eads) in (8,0) BNNT with a Boron Antisite (BN) for the
Physisorption and Chemisorption Configurations, Obtained
by Using PAW-PBE and ONIOM(wB97X-D/6-31G*:AM1)a

physisorption chemisorption

PAW-PBE ONIOM PAW-PBE ONIOM

r(BN-B)b 1.657 1.672 1.817 1.879

r(BN-O) 1.832 1.904 1.600 1.571

r(BN-C) 2.572 2.649 1.732 1.713

r(C-O)c 1.192 1.178 1.282 1.267

a(BN-O-C) 114.9 116.6 72.9 73.4

a(O-C-O) 177.6 178.7 139.0 139.4

Eads 0.21 0.34 0.82 0.74
aBond distance (r) in Å, bond angle (a) in deg, and Eads in eV. bThe
BN-B bond is parallel to the tube axis as well as the adsorbed CO2.

cThe
CdO bond is located on top of the BN.

Figure 2. (Left) Total and (right) local density of states (DOS) for (a,
b) nonbonding, (c,d) physisorption, and (e,f) chemisorption configura-
tions. The local DOS was projected onto (blue) four boron atoms at the
defect site and (red) CO2. The position of the Fermi level (EF) is marked
by the green line.
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the overall increase of boron states at the valence band due to the
level repulsion between one of the occupied σ(BN) states and an
unoccupiedCO2 state,π*(CO2). This level repulsion corresponds
to the electron back-donation, namely, electron transfer from
BNNT to CO2. The electron donation-back-donation process
leads to the CdOdouble-bond breaking (1.282 Å from 1.177 Å of
the free CO2) and the BN-B bond elongation (1.817 Å from
1.636 Å in the nonbonding configuration).

The ONIOM method produces more or less the same CO2

adsorption characteristics, as compared with that from PAW-
PBE (Table 2). The difference between two methods is within
about 0.08 Å for bond length and about 2� for bond angle. Such a
remarkable agreement can be attributed to the localized character
of the CO2-BN interaction. The dispersion-corrected physisorp-
tion energy of 0.34 eV using the wB97X-D functional is com-
parable to 0.43 eV for the physisorbed CO2 in Mg-MOF-72.2

Note that in ref 2 theory and experiment agree very well. From
natural population analysis,5 we confirmed that 0.19 electron is
indeed donated from the CO2 molecule to the defect site in the
physisorption configuration, whereas 0.26 electron is back-
donated in the chemisorption configuration. By performing
IRC calculations,5 we could identify a transition state (TS) be-
tween the physisorption and chemisorption configurations.
Thus, the chemisorption process has the small reaction energy

barrier of 0.043 eV from the physisorption configuration. The
physisorption process has no TS.

By using the efficient hybrid approach of ONIOM, we could
extensively investigate CO2 adsorption characteristics on BN
for various configurations and BNNTs. We found that CO2

physi- and chemisorption energies on the defect site are almost
independent of BNNT diameters and bonding directions. As
displayed in Figure 4, almost constant adsorption energies of
CO2 are obtained for various (n,0) BNNTs, where n = 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 16, and 18. The red (blue) curve in Figure 4 is for the
adsorbed CO2 parallel (oblique) to tube axis. This is again
attributed to the localized character of the CO2-BN interaction.

Of special interest is that the chemisorption energies are all
greater than the standard free energy of gaseous CO2, i.e., 0.67 eV
at 300 K. This is clearly an advantage of boron-rich BNNT over
the previously proposed adsorbents,1,2 namely, capturing CO2 at
ambient conditions. Also, boron-rich BNNThas an additional merit
over SiC nanotubes, for the CO2 interaction strength on SiC
nanotubes is strongly diameter dependent,3 as shown in Figure 4.

In conclusion, ab initio calculation results suggest that the
boron antisite (BN) defect of boron-rich BNNT could capture
CO2 at ambient conditions. The CO2 capture would be initiated
with a barrier-less physisorption process due to the electron
donation from CO2 to the double-acceptor defect site, and
proceed to the chemisorption state by breaking one CdO
double bond. Finally, we are actively investigating the potential
of utilizing the CO2-adhesive BN defect as a catalyst for the CO2

conversion to fuel, for example, to formic acid (HCOOH).
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